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ABSTRACT 

Geothermal mapping has been done in the Reykjakot area by carrying out geological and 
hydrogeological mapping, detailed soil temperature and magnetic surveys and barehole geology 
data interpretation. Reykjakot is a part of the Hveragerdi high. temperature geotbermal field 
which lies at the eastern border of an active spreading zone. Surface geology to the north of 
the mapping area and borehole data show an eroded and faulted basement composed of a 
sequence of subglacially extruded hyaloclastites, interbedded with subaerial basalts and minor 
sediments. Late glacial sediments, thought to be of glaciofluvial and marine origin, overlie the 
basement in the flat ground south of Reykjakot fann. These were covered by postglacial lavas, 
which cover the southern part of the mapping area. The edge of the lavas is buried but, 
according to the results of the magnetic SUlVey, it lies well to the north of River Varma. 

The thermal survey shows an anomalously hot ground with a N-S trend. It lines up with hot 
springs to the south and a fumarote field to the north, strongly suggesting a tectonic control. 
Details in the thermal anomaly pattern suggest NE-SW en echelon fractures superimposed on 
the main trend. Most of the geothermal manifestations along the zone became active in 1915 
or 1916. A deflection of the thermal anomaly into a NW-SE direction near river Varma is 
related to the general groundwater flow within the permeable postglacial lavas. 

A geological model has been developed for the area which shows that the area is supplied by 
NE-SW flowing hot geothermal water, heated by a source northeast of the area. These waters 
move along the NNE-SSW and NE-SW fractures. 

The siting of some boreholes in the area did not take advantage of the fracture permeability 
which seems to control the upflow of hot waters there. 
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1. lNTRODUcnON 

1.1 Th. purpose or the geothermal exploratloD 

The geology of Reykjakot and its surrounding area (Hveragerdi central volcano) has been 
mapped by Kristj!.n Saemundsson and Gudmundur 6mar Fridleifsson (work in progress). In 
this area, basaltic hyaloclastites, pillow lavas and associated sediments of the upper Pleistocene 
(younger than 0.7 m.y.) outcrop. This sequence is part of an extinct central volcano which has 
been eroded and covered by discontinuous layers of glacial sediments, lalus and soil. The 
gcothermal mapping described in this report was done on Oat ground where the upper 
Pleistocene basement was completely hidden below sedirnents and postglaciaJ lavas. The project 
in the Reykjakot area was to define, if possible, fractures and different geological contacts 
where bidden by soil, lalus and lavas. 

This was done by: 1) mapping in detail hot springs and hot ground; 2) correlating the findings 
of the soil temperature measurements to the geological structures as seen in the hills north of 
the area; 3) defining, by ground magnetic survey, the probable extent of the postglacial lavas 
underneath stream deposits and soil since the permeable lava might have an effect on the 
hydrogeology of the area; and 4) acquiring the basic knowledge of the geothermal field that 
might be useful for evaluating the current locations of the boreholes in the area and planning 
Cor Cuture drilling programmes. 

1.2 General description of the survey area 

Reykjakot area is located north of the Hveragerdi municipality, 45 km southeast of Reykjavik 
along the road to the southern lowlands of Iceland (Figure 1). This study was restricted to the 
area covered by Reykjakot farm, which is about 250,000 m'. There is a line of four hot 
springs with temperatures higher than 200C, bounded by two springs of 15°C to the west and 
east of the line (Figure 2). The line runs NE·SW through a fossil, tepid hydrothermal 
explosion crater. River Varma marks the southern boundary of the farm, and the hills in the 
north mark the northern part of the farm. A small stream runs through the farm from north 
to south. Geothermal manifestations in the area include: hot springs at River Varma, a 
solfatara in the gully north of the farm, a bot spring south of River Varma near borehole 102, 
and two fossil explosion hot springs which dried up when boreholes were drilled in the area. 
There is also warm ground in the southern part of the farm where temperatures of 5TC have 
been recorded at a depth of 80 cm. No information exists about three boreholes of seven. 
Only two of the boreholes are useable. The area can be reached by two roads, one from the 
south across the river, and the other from the southeast over a bridge on River Varma. The 
area is gently sloping, rounded by hills in the north and a lava and soil covered plain in the 
south. 

According to Steinthor Sigurdsson (1944) no geothermal manifestations existed along the 
present line of hot springs through Reykjakot Farm until 1915 or 1916. He specifically 
mentions that the eastern explosion hot spring, the steam vents up the gully and the hot springs 
on the bank of the river, formed successively at that time. The explosive hot springs were 
spouting vigorously in the beginning but gradually calmed down to their present state of 
inactivity. 

Describing the formation of the geothermal manifestations, Steinthor Sigurdsson (1944) had this 
to say: 11 People first became aware of the manifestations on the night of Christmas Eve, 1915 
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FIGURE 1: Location map showing Reykjakot and Hveragerdi municipality. 
Reykjakot is immediately north of the village 

or 1916. The farmer at Reykjakot was going to see off a guest, when they heard a 
rumblingnoise. They smelt a very strong odor of sulphur and found the surroundings unusual. 
The guest stayed overnight and the next day, tbey found that a big crater had fonned southeast 
of the farm house near tbe location of the present recreation house. Even at large distances, 
randomly spattered mud and soil could be seen everywhere. Gradually, the crater filled with 
hot water and formed a big hot spring about 8 m in diameter, named the Christmas Night hot 
spring. Another sudden geothcrmal eruption occurred the next summer, so great that the 
steam column could be seen by motorists from the Hellisheidi road near Skidaskalinn in 
Hveradolum. The hole widened gradually as the eruption calmed down. There was great 
unrest in the area, with frequent earthquakes. Some escarpments formed near the hot spring 
and could still be seen in 1944. I would think they formed as the soil slid towards the hot 
spring. In the main crater (measuring S-10 m across and 6 m deep) where the eruption 
occurred, a flow of 3 litres per second was observed in 1944 (the larger fossil explosion crater). 
Sometime later, a hot spring and mud pools were formed up in the gorge (present location of 
steam vents nortb of study area). At first, the volume of steam was very large, and the steam 
column projected high into the air. Considerable thermal activity began. primarily the venting 
of steam, at the bank of the river soutb of the hot spring, and in the meander plane (present 
warm ground). The Cbristmas Night bot spring cooled down after other springs became active. 
It is now a dull depression being filled up with rocks ". 

Regarding a blowout which destroyed a greenhouse that occurred during the drilling of borebole 
o in 1944, Steinthor Sigurdsson re(X:>rts: " On inspection, it became clear that the greenhouse 
east of the borehole bad been built on hot ground. From the greenhouse towards the big hot 
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spring (Christmas Night spring) there is a line trending due south; and it seems that the soil 
is hot all along it, nearly continuously, but in certain places there are particularly hot points, 
and one such seems to have been under the greenhouse. From the drilling, it became clear 
that the hot water zone is mainly connected to a conglomerate layer above which are 
impermeable layers. Steam and water had no possibility of getting to the surface except along 
fractures. I think one such fracture lies between the big hot spring and the greenhouse. The 
water in borehole 0 was near to boiling at 22 m depth for the respective hydrostatic pressure". 

A similar event of small magnitude earthquakes and opening of hot springs occurred in 1947 
on a row of hot springs that passes through Hveragerdi (Sigurdsson and Hannesson, 1948). 
Small cracks, a few centimetres wide, were observed in the ground north of Hvcragerdi, 
trending NE-SW (Saemundsson, oral communication). 

1.3 Field methods 

The methods used for this study included surveying, geological and hydrogeological mapping, 
detailed soil temperature and ground magnetic measurements and borehole geology data 
interpretation. In the context of this area, a description of each method used is provided in 
section 2. 
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Z. DATA ACQUISITION AND TREATMENT 

Z.1 Surveying 

Prior to taking temperature measurements, a survey was carried out in the area using a Silva 
compass, survey poles, a right angle lens, a measuring tape and a 300 m string marked at 
intervals of 5, 10, and 100 rn, to produce a detailed base map at a scale of 1:1000 (Figure 2). 
First a reference point, borehole 0, was located. Then, one reference line was established to 
go through this point, and all other lines were established to cross this reference line. The 
position of each object was fixed relative to the reference line, measuring the distance at right 
angles to the line between it and the object. In this way. the location of all constructions, 
geothermal manifestations and structures controlling the bydrogeology in the area were mapped 
in Figure 2. 
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2.2 Geological and hydrological data 

A geological excursion was taken to establish the main rocks and structures controlling the 
hydrogeology north of the area. A detailed geological and hydrogeological map of the study 
area was drawn at a scale of 1:5,000 (Figure 3). This was extracted from a detailed larger map 
at a scale of 1:10,000 by Kristjan Saemundsson and Gudmundur 6mar Fridleifsson. This report 
helped to trace subsurface contacts through the Reykjakot area. 

Geological measurements were taken with a Silva compass on structures and formations, mainly 
to establish the strike and dip directions. Surface alterations were also noted. Data was 
provided from drill holes along the line of hot springs. One of those is at the southern end 
of the line just outside the area (borehole 102); two others are inside the area (boreholes 51 
and 0). 

The borehole data was used to construct and check the geological model obtained from the 
study and to draw a geological cross-section through the study area (Figures 11 and 7, 
respectively). 

2.3 Temperature measurements 

Temperature measurements were made along lines perpendicular to the suspected fracture 
trends. Altogether, 17 lines were measured. 

Measurements were done with a digital thermometer with a 1 m extended sensor protected by 
a steel pipe with a cable to the digital sensor marked at 80 cm. A 1 m T-shaped steel rod 
marked at 80 cm was first driven into the ground, sometimes with the help of a hammer, before 
introducing the soil thermometer. Measurement was done at an interval of 5 m with line 
spacing of 20 m. 

The acquired data was plotted on the map, and isothermal contour lines with TC spacings were 
prnduced by interpolation. This could also be achieved by using the SURFER programme 
available at Orkustofnun. 

2.4 Magnetic measurements 

Having established the thermal map, a NW-SE thermal anomaly was observed that was possibly 
related to the flow of groundwater in permeable postglaciaJ lavas. It was decided to try to find 
the subsurface extent of the lava. This was accomplished by establishing magnetic lines 
perpendicular to the suspected margin of the lava. The lines were extended well onto the 
lava to get undisturbed readings of the magnetic intensity over it to use for defining the edge. 

Magnetic measurements were taken with a proton magnetometer at intervals of 5 m on 14 lines 
running from southwest to northeast with line spacing of 20 m. 

Magnetic profiles were constructed from the data to see the trend of the results. This was 
considered a better method than constructing a magnetic map, since the purpose was to 
establish contacts as opposed to studying dykes and other structures which had already been 
established by the soil temperature measurements and geological mapping. 
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3. RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

3.1 The geology aDd hydrogeology of Reykjakot area 

3.1.1 Stratigraphy 

The area has been mapped geologically by Kristjan Saemundsson and Gudmundur 6mar 
Fridleifsson (work in progress). Figure 3 is from their work and shows the rock sequence of 
the basement north of the study area. The basement is mainly composed of basaltic 
hyaloclastites, pillow lavas and associated sediments (tillites, sandstones, conglomerates) of 
upper Pleistocene age (younger than 0.7 m.y), deposited in an ice-melt or lacustrine 
environment. Basalt lavas also occur interspersed with the hyaloclastites. The deposition of 
these rock units was accompanied by the intrusion of many basaltic dykes. The youngest unit 
of the basement sequence is a narrow ridge of porphyritic hyaloclastite and a dyke of the same 
type. both trending N30"E. The dyke is found right above the soIfatara in the gully and may 
be the controlling pathway for the steam. Several dykes were observed, mainly aphyric basaltic 
dykes, sometimes crosscut by younger feldsparphyric (porphyritic) dykes and andesitic ones. 
These dykes trend predominantly NE-SW (N300E, Figure 4). The basement rocks have been 
eroded and slightly altered by hydrothermal activity. Strong clayey alteration occurs around the 
solfatara in the gully north of the farm. 

A marine clay formation of about 10,000 years of age, grading upwards from clay to a sand or 
gravel, overlays the basement in the part that was the deeper end of the sea, while a talus 
breccia fills the shallower part of the sea, and the gully and slopes north of the former shore 
line. 

A postglaciaI basaltic lava of 9,000 to 5.000 years overlays both of the two formations extending 
over the southern part of the area. It is exposed in the riverbed of Varma in the bend south 
of Reykjakot. There is a 1-2 m thick soil cover on the flat ground and a thick talus on the 
slopes which made it hard to extend the contacts of geological formations through the area. 

3.1.2 Structural geology 

A fracture wne is indicated by the line of hot springs (Figure 3). From the thermal map, it 
seems to be made up of two sets of fractures trending N-S (in accordance with point 2 in the 
conclusions) and NE-SW. These trends (Figure 5) are found in many active volcanic areas of 
Iceland. No evidence was seen of very young open fractures such as were reported in 
Hveragerdi in 1947 when an event apparently similar to the one of Reykjakot in 1915 or 1916 
hit the village (Sigurdsson and Hannesson, 1948). The trend of dykes and fractures along the 
walls of the gully north of Reykjakot were measured (Figures 4 and 5). The dykes trend 20" 
more easterly than the fractures. The latter are probably younger and related to the tectonic 
break-up that so strongly controls the hot spring areas around Hveragerdi. A measurement of 
fracture trends was also made for comparison (Figure 6) across a fracture wne with many hot 
springs at Hverahvammur on the northern bank of River Varma. A NE-SW trend is very 
prominent at the last locality, with a slight increase in angle relative to the fracture trend at 
Reykjakot. The fracture zone at Hverahvammur, as a whole, trends NNE-SSW. 
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(12 readings) 

3.1.3 Uydrogeology 

Figure 7 shows a NE·SW geological section of the area based partially on data from boreholes 
51 and 102. The postglacial basaltic lava formation is highly permeable, with a thickness of less 
than 20 m according to a log of borehole 102 (Tryggvason, 1950). Borehole 0 encountered 
impermeable sediments overlying a conglomerate at 23 m (Sigurdsson, 1944). The conglomerate 
conducts geothermal water, which comes to the surface along N-S or NE-SW fractures that pass 
through the larger fossil explosion hot spring. 
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FlGURE 7: A NE-SW geological section based on data from boreholes 51 and 102 

The marine clay formation below the lava is impermeable. It is, however, overlain by a 
permeable horizon of coarse sediments. These sediments interfinger with, and are overlain by 
talus from the nearby gully and slopes. This, and in particular the postglacial lava, is the 
formation conducting rainwater run-off and cold regional groundwater. 

3.2 Results oC the thermal survey 

Figure 8 shows the isothennal lines, constructed by interpolation on a gridded paper, of the 
results of the temperature measurements (Figure 9) at intervals of 2°C. The figure shows that 
at a depth of 80 cm the temperatures vary from 8-52°C in the area, with four significant but 
well distributed hot spots, one in the south near the river, the second occurring as the warm 
ground in the farm, the third located near the farmer 's house which stretches NNE towards the 
two fossil explosion hot springs, and the last one further NNE where the ground begins to rise. 
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3.3 Resu1ts of the ground magnetic survey 

Table 1 presents the results of the ground magnetic measurements which have been plotted to 
give the profiles shown in Figure 10. The results show a consistent lowering of readings to 
52,000 gamma (or n1) followed by a consistent drop and rise, before and at the basalt ridge, 
respectively. Disturbances occur near fences, boreholes, heat exchangers and hot water 
pipelines on the surface, houses and farm implements. In general, values vary from 49,000 to 
57,000 gamma, but if man-made disturbances are disregarded, the values range between 51,000 
and 55,000 gamma. 

TABLE 1: Results of magnetic measurements taken in the Reykjakot area 

'1110. 'I'''' '17'518, 'ISSB, "9l4. '19'JO, fJI179. 51l .s. SZlIB. SZ2l!I\I. S2l6oI. 
'241)' S24SJ, 52316, 52SU. SlSOI. 5l.SOl. 51m.,2$48, S2S81. SlS9O, S26Ol. 
,2622, »1119, 5264" 527OJ, 517l1. S27lO, n7l1. $2990, $l?lI), n69S. Sl66O. 
:12663. S2642. 'lS*5. S2484. S~ n.tl B. 5loI16, SloIO!I. 5loI' 1. 5loI74. ~ 
'2729. 51797, n86\1. '](121. S339O, »'11. 

n:244. S22I3. SlJ65, 5231)' S238O. 12« S2oI6l. 5loI9O. 52506, 52314, n..96. 
SlOk mIIO. Sl6O'/. Sl607. 5l614, n6J3. SlID6, SlID6, $lIW, S26l8,'26)2. 
5l616, Sl6QJ, Sl»OI. S2S'Il. m7Q, »IllS. S'2606. Sl737. SlS19. S26S9. S26'1l. 
}711601, '29)5. S)(DoI, SlIO'l, S)226, meo. 'J877. 501)66" 5Cm. nm. 5m4. 
""'-
SWI. n.III, S2&, 5l61" nsg, m85, ru91. Sl6CM. S2&l. ':161 7, Jl6)4, 
S2648. S26S6, ~. S26n. S268'J. 5l68l, ' :1688. S26'1l. S26lIO. S2IiIIt5. 5l66s. 
'2661. S26S'1. 526012. S26Jl. Sl:61S. 5l.189.'lJ9&. '%S1 7, 52$+1. nJoI7. mn 
Slj9S. 'm4. 54438. 54959. 544S" $4074, 54412,,)03(1, ~ 5488S. 50119l, 
$<1702. 501S7& S*IOO. 

'111). '1<n!I. '2114. S22042. S21l4, mon. 52463. 52ot9l. 525017. 52600, S26l6. 
Sl:619, ,:wm. 52661, Sl68s. S2I69O..~. $%7Ol, Sl'IOt. 52'109. mll. nnIl. 
Sl1l2. S71l), snc2. S71l1. nw7. mot. Sl712, 52'102. 52102. Y1IRI. 5l67L. 
52ISl7. 52I&IM, 'lS86. 52600, 52S2& S25O&. n.wII. nom. nm -'l6C. SJCQ6. 
SlI<ll. nM3, SM05, un6. 5oI9lQ, S06Sl. 5011». SJ1l8,. s.mo. ~ 5oI%S I, 
501163. S4Ols. 5J89'l.!iJJIIS.:lJ'IIIO. 5011215, Sornl. 

52158. Sl292, 522Sl, 5l6oIO, 52:3J], m20. run. ' 24(J7. S24:s7, Slot9l, S2S46, 
S2567. 52S61. S239O. $lS18, ~ SlJ9&. , lm, S2I6O\I, »1119, 5l61t. 5l61t. 
52ISl2. m6l, ~ Sl:682. Sl:666, '2641. '264" '2637, S26)7, S2626, S2:6Ol. 
SlS68, S2J.<9. S2SJI. =. 5loI10, '1l47. ,13so, S2l39, S2191, 'lOII7. S\9\I8, 
,.,14& S24A:2, 5'%748. »lIB. .nnB. nem. Sl7ll1l. SoI216, SoIOoI7. ,393<1, S4032. 
Sl921. SlIIOO. Sl6OJ. SJl78. 

m58. ,.,1lI, m7t" 52674, 529fII. S2Sll, »611, ID46, S224$, 52271. mlI6.. 
rust. SlS6l • .nl2lI. n536, ""19. S2601. Sl119. S2SoU. S24SO. SlSlI. $241 I, 
$246l, S2f9<1. 52506, ~ 51Aon. not. Sll8B. S2J68. 5D65, mllB. 5lO9Q, 
}1962, 511S8, 'I'm. ' 1"'- SI 495, ' Il9'I'. 51ll2. Sim. }I(,(IS, SI,"-~, 
U466, SJSI9, ID7B, SJJOoI • .n38B. Sll16, 5)001, 3J92l, ~ 5oI6S1, 54447, 
S4llS. ')7<19 • .9869.50114', 

,:1602. $<Ill2. S41l7. SJ111l. D9l6, $4071. ,,"'/11, S4&l3. $<IlS\I, S:I824, '"61, 
Sll54. S267l, 5D9l, mll. 52643. 5l29Z. 517304. oI998S, 519'/0<, SH1S6, 'I.n. 
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

4.1 Temperature results 

Temperature results show the existence of four structures named SI, S2, 83 and S4 in Figure 
8, which seem to control the temperature distribution pattern. These structures, upon further 
studies, have been identified as: 1) SI representing NNE-SSW trending faults, one of which is 
seen in the northern part of the study area; 2) 52 and S3 are probably echelon fractures 
trending NE-SW, controlling the movement of hot water in the study area, with S2 as the one 
deep enough to be the possible local souree of the NE-SW flowing geotherrnal waters in the 
area, and 83 as the shallowest confined to the postglaciallava formation; and 3) S4 represents 
the permeable horizon above the marine clay controlling the regional groundwater movement 
in the area. 

4.2 Magnetic results 

Magnetic results have been interpreted to associate 52,000-53,000 gamma to the postglacial 
lavas. This has possibly given a location of the edge of the postglacial basaltic lava. It runs 
close to the big fossil explosion crater, following the contour to avoid borehole 51 (which did 
not encounter this formation). The gully infilling breccia is randomly oriented and, therefore, 
less magnetic than both the postglacial lava formation and basalts in the northeast of the 
measured area. Both of these contacts are shown in Figure 11. The highest magnetic values 
to the northeast were found on a projecting hill composed of normally magnetized basalts. 

4.3 Geolnglcal model of the ReykJakol area 

A combination of the results of the surface geological and hydrogeological mapping and the 
borehole geology data of boreholes 51 and 102 was used to draw the NE·SW geological section, 
taken as shown in Figure 3 and presented in Figure 7. The interpretation of the results of the 
temperature and magnetic surveys has given rise to the geological model of the area (Figure 
11). The fracture ZDne controls the movement of hot geothermal groundwater flowing from 
the heat source in the northeast. The geothermal waters come up along deep fractures NNE· 
SSW or NE·SW creating big explosion hot springs of diameters of up to 10 m in the study area, 
where the waters manage to break through to the surface. In this area, most of the hot water 
flows along the contact of the marine clay and lava formations where permeability is highest 
coming up at the river and farm along S3 and S4. Some of the hot water continues to rise 
along S2 stretching out in two directions, one towards the farmer's house along the good 
permeability resulting from the junction of two faults, and the other towards the smaller 
explosion hot spring along the plane of the NNE-SSW fault. 

The model is supported by a temperature profile (Figure 12) constructed from data of 
boreholes 102 and 51, which also indicates a NE-SW movement of the geothermaJ water in the 
area. 
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FIGURE 11: The geological model of the Reykjakot area 
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F1GURE 12: Temperature distribution in the geological cross-section 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The Reykjakot farm is situated in an area where geothennal activity is near the surface 
on many fracture zones acting as channels for the main flows of hot water. 

2 The temperature distribution shows two sets of fractures (N-S and NE-SW) which are 
probably faults arranged en echelon, which control the movement of hot geothermal 
water, together with the regional groundwater movement in the area. The near-surface 
off-flow is mainly confined to the postglacial lava formation. The heat source is in the 
north of the area. 

3. The movement of the hot geothermal water is either from north to south or from 
northeast to southwest, coming up along fractures to meet the regional groundwater flow 
that deviates the hot water flow to the southeast, and restricts it to the postglacial lava 
formation overlying the marine clay formation (clay grading into a sandstone). The cold 
rainwater run~ff from the hills in the north flows along the gully infilling formation (a 
poorly permeable formation) to join the regional groundwater flow. 

4. None of the boreholes drilled so far took advantage of the junction of these structures 
where permeability might be the best; borehole 0 located on the N·S thermal anomaly 
was the only productive one of the shallow boreholes. It suffered a blowout during 
drilling, but was brought under control 
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